CS 4500 Weekly Management Report 3
Team Name: Inculpable, Inc.

Accomplishments
(Be specific - what was accomplished and who participated)

Sean received word from Eric that the documentation for their communication protocol will be available to us Friday and the hardware should be available to us by the end of next week.

Goals & Priorities
(List short- and long-term goals in decreasing order of importance.)

Short-term goals:
David – Pick up hardware from Control4. Check on status of office key.
Clint – Set up hardware in office allocated for our use.
Sean – Install chosen web server on Control4 Controller.
Mayank – Ensure that the SDS document is completed by new date.

Long-term goals:
Stage 1 release

Needs
(List any help you need from upper management.)

Postpone SDS document until middle of coming week to allow for the team to familiarize themselves with communication protocol.